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The fund ended the quarter a shade below where it began the year. The fund’s steady progress has been
checked by the same downward move in percentage terms in June this year, as occurred in January 2014 when
it recovered the losses over the subsequent 3-4 months - we hope it will be the same again. The move has been
driven by the fall in the Hong Kong market, as well as other macro fears, with Greece being the primary factor.
The long term trend is in the right direction as is the relative outperformance against MSCI Asia ex Japan.

Performance shown to the left of the grey bar is of the model portfolio gross of fees and trading costs, to the right is the performance of the VT Halo Global Asian
Consumer Fund £B Accumulation units net of fees and other costs. Past performance is not a guide to the future performance.

In the last quarter there have been a couple of macro questions on my mind and I know they are also a key
concern for investors. Firstly, what will the Fed interest rate hikes (that are now expected in September) mean
for Asia? Secondly, what do the recent falls in the local Chinese markets of Shanghai and Shenzhen mean for
us.

Fed interest hikes and the effects on ASEAN and India
The accepted wisdom was that when the Fed hikes, as it did in 1994 and 2004, Asia as a whole underperformed
as money flowed back home to the US. I would not use the words “this time it is different” but I will certainly
say you cannot extrapolate the past reactions of Asian markets to the interest cycle and say it will happen again.
A lot has changed since then!
So what is the situation today? Back in 1994 the Fed hiked rates to a level of 3% real interest rates, which in its
current form would mean the Fed hiking closer to 4%. The market is not expecting this and in fact expectations
are for a very gradual ascent in interest rates with perhaps a rate of 1.5% by the end of 2016.
We have also had a long time to prepare for this, with the “dry run” of the taper tantrum back in 2013 when
the Fed first mentioned ending quantitative easing, with the likelihood of interest rate increases to follow
thereafter. Asian markets fell 14.5% between 20th May 2013 and 25th June, but then had recovered the majority
of this by the end of November 2013, after the realisation the Fed was not going to raise rates anytime soon.
Since December 2013 Asian markets have continued to move higher, even with the knowledge that interest
rates will rise in the US.

So what is the current situation in Asia with regards to: interest rates relative to the US, current account deficits,
overseas debt, foreign exchange reserves, and the potential for productive investment? These are questions I
am regularly asked which are very much on investors’ minds and are key to understanding how Asian markets
will react to rising interest rates in the US.

Where Is Asia Today Compared With 1998 Or 2004?
Firstly, as shown in the chart below the current account balances of Asian countries generally, and in particular
emerging Asia, are in surplus. Most currencies in the region have been broadly stable this year against the USD,
including India due to the better trade balances (thanks partly to lower oil prices improving the terms of trade),
and as a result we do not expect currency depreciation caused by poor trade balances.

Source. CEIC, Bloomberg, Morgan Stanley Research

Another investor concern, is the assumption that Asia has a lot of external foreign currency denominated debt.
The graph below illustrates the percentage of external debt for the Asia Ex-Japan countries, excluding Hong
Kong, Singapore and Taiwan, due to their roles as financial centres (which would skew the numbers).

Source. CEIC, Bloomberg, MS

Back in 1994, as Morgan Stanley shows in the chart above, external debt was 29% of GDP, today it is somewhat
less at 17%. Together with the charts below from JP Morgan, we can see that the ratio of FX reserves to GDP,
and external borrowing as a percentage of total borrowing are far more manageable today. So the ability to
finance any selling by foreign investors is significantly better than in previous Fed tightening cycles.

Also countries like Indonesia, which has smaller FX reserves than other countries in the region, have ensured
that the US Dollar denominated debt is more aligned with US Dollar revenues. The main borrowers of USD in
the country being commodity producers whose income is in dollars and costs are partly local currency. So a fall
in the currency against the USD is actually beneficial to these commodity producers.
But although Indonesia has a better match of USD dollar assets and liabilities, the currency has experienced a
currency depreciation of 7% against the USD, year to date. The current account deficit for this year though has
improved as the central bank has maintained high real interest rates, which were 0.5% in March 15 but today
have climbed closer to 3%, as inflation has fallen away. This has been done to dampen down consumer demand
and imports, so bringing its current account deficit down to less than 1% of GDP.
I believe another concern for Indonesia in particular, is the amount of local currency government debt owned
by foreign investors seeking higher yields. If they become nervous they may sell the debt and retreat home.
This would increase bond yields and financing costs for both government and corporate sectors. They are also
the only ASEAN country running a current account deficit, which means they need to attract foreign capital to
finance domestic spending. For us, Indonesia is the one to watch although over the last few months the
currency has already depreicated 7% and, see chart below, over 35% against the USD in the last 2 years since
the 2013 “taper tantrum”. I am inclined to say most of the depreciation has happened with very much the
“travelling-and-arriving scenario” having occurred already.

Having studied foreign currrency movements post previous Fed hike periods, once the first Fed hike takes place,
the subsequent six months saw Asian currencies appreciatiate against the USD, having depreciated in the six
months prior to the Fed hike.
Indeed many countries have already witnessed significant currency weakness as well as a decline in economic
and credit growth. This has meant a loss of top line momentrum and rising non-performing loans, which has
already caused large economic adjustments in markets such as India and Thailand, resulting in considerable
improvements in current account deficits since the taper tantrum hit. Thailand is now running a current account
surplus and India has eliminated its deficit this year, admittedly helped by the falling cost of oil imports.
Looking ahead, what we now want to see is an inflexion point in the pace of infrastructure spending. All
emerging ASEAN countries and India, have been slow to ramp up their promised planned spending on much
needed new infrastructure. Typically they are all spending less than they had budgeted for in first six months
of 2015 but if they are able to accelerate spending in the second half of 2015 and into 2016, we should start to
see consumer confidence return, coupled with the multiplier effect of infrasturcture spending on GDP growth.
This should help loan growth reaccelerate and the cylce pick up again. We continue to focus on what we believe
to be the quality compounders in countries such as Indonesia, with Bank Rakyat, the micro finance lender, who
will even in a low growth environment continue to compound earnings at a double digit rate. For Bank Rakyat
you are currently paying 10.3x PE and 9x 2016 consensus earnings with a 3% dividend yield – very attractive in
our view. Our other large holdings are ICICI and HDFC Bank in India, with their focus on retail lending. ICICI is
expected to demonstate 17% earnings growth over the next 3 years for a 2015 PE multiple of 13x and HDFC
growing at 20% over the medium term on a PE of 21x.

China’s Stockmarket Bubble
There has been a lot of market commentary regarding the Chinese stock market and the current bubble territory
it is in. One cannot deny that the rise in the Chinese stock market whether you look at Shanghai or Shenzhen
is looking like a bubble, well until the end of May that is!
Firstly let’s have a look at the returns you would have made in the last year and year-to-date for both markets.
For Shanghai the year-to-date number to the end of June was 32.3% return, but if I then look at it as at the time
of writing this on 3rd July the return drops to 13.9% as the market has been in sharp sell off since its peak on
12th June. Its one year return to 30th June 2015 has been 108% but if one then looked at the return over the
last 5 years, the return falls to 77.5% and the market is still more than 30% below its peak in 2007. So although
one can say it looks like a bubble over the last year, over the long run the returns do not look out of the ordinary
compared to any other market. It all depends on where your starting point is. The PE of the market today is
17x which does not look overly expensive but of course there is a wide disparity of PE valuations between the
likes of the large cap banks, which trade on single digit PE’s and, say, technology and healthcare companies,
which can trade on multiples of over 50x, but that can be expected for some , but I would agree these valuations
are generally in bubble territory.

Hang Seng and Shangahi markets rebased from 1st January 2010
Daily HANG SENG C E I, SSE COMPOSITE
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The question on peoples’ minds is, do we invest in the local market and what is its impact on the Hong Kong
market and more pertinently on the Hang Seng China Enterprise Index or H Shares? Looking at the HSCEI
index as a whole we can see there is some effect with the market up just over 23% at its peak for this year, but
at the 30th June it is only up 8.3% in local currency terms and on 3rd July up 5.2%, and now as I edit the letter it
is down 1% for the year. Over the last 12 months to 30th June, it is up 21.7%. the current PE multiple is 9.4
which is almost half that of Shanghai. Yes, this does include the Chinese banks which trade on multiples of 6x
2015 but even if you remove these from the calculation, the multiple for the market is still cheaper than
European and US markets with their banks included. This reflects the fact that investors in Hong Kong have not
got carried away with what is happening on the mainland and valuations are still predominately based on
fundamentals. So although there is some correlation with Shanghai it is not the dominating factor as you can
see from the graphs over the last 1 and 5 years.

Hang Seng and Shanghai markets’ performance over the last 12 months
Daily HANG SENG C E I, SSE COMPOSITE
IPP, HANG SENG C E I, 03/07/2015, 122.00,
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Why is this?
The Hong Kong market is dominated by institutional investors whilst Shanghai is 80%-90% retail investors who
have been trading using margin accounts (effectively borrowed money) and this has lead to huge volatility. We
would like to own stocks that are driven by the fundamentals and earnings over the medium to long term and
not by market sentiment. The local Chinese bourses are driven by sentiment and in times like these when they
are dominated by retail investors, who are effectively gambling, earnings and fundamentals go out of the
window. The Hong Kong market peaked in April this year and decoupled from Shanghai as Shanghai continued
to rally until 12th June. See graph above.

What will this mean for the Chinese economy and consumption?
My thoughts are, not necessarily very much, since when the market was rising we saw little impact from the
positive wealth effect of share portfolio gains and there was even talk that perhaps people were delaying
spending on big ticket items to use the money to play the market. Another factor for consumers is the majority
of peoples’ liquid assets are not in the stock market but on deposit with the banks. See the split below, in the
graph from UBS, with deposits representing 54% of household wealth and equity only 20%. But remember
these calculations exclude the biggest asset class - property. If you include property in the calculation, then
according to UBS, equity wealth falls to 12-13% of assets. So a 30% fall in the stock markets would dent their
overall wealth by 4%, all else being equal.

Equity is not very large in household wealth

Source: CEIC, Wind, UBS estimates

China’s authorities are reacting
As I am writing this letter there has been further selling of Hong Kong stocks due to the Greek “no” vote in the
referendum over last weekend, and this especially has been in the mid and small cap space. This is on the back
of suspected selling by Chinese brokers who have been asked to invest in the Shanghai market to provide
support to local investors. The government has also in the last few days stepped in to try and stem the falls in
China, suspending all upcoming IPOs, a ban on owners of companies selling their own stock, and using state
funds to start buying blue chip stocks. They have also roped in 21 securities companies to purchase their own
long only products and may also ask listed State Owned Enterprises to repurchase their own shares. On top of
this companies are allowed to suspend trading in their own shares, and right now some 1400 companies, which
represents close to 50% of the market have chosen to do so. All of these measures has created a knock-on
effect in Hong Kong with Chinese investors being unable to short or sell mid and small cap stocks in China, they
are therefore selling mid and small cap stocks in Hong Kong as a proxy. So we have witnessed huge moves in
these stocks, with some falling 15-20% in one day and this, not based on any change in economic fundamentals.
This has meant that the government of China has created a false market in China itself, which certainly will
make Western institutional investors reluctant to get involved in the future and may well delay further its
inclusion in the MSCI Emerging market indices. We do not, and do not plan to, participate in mainland China
markets until we feel comfortable that company valuations are harnessed to fundamentals and that it will be
an orderly market over the medium to long term, right now we do not believe this to be the case.

What have we been doing with the fund in the last quarter?
As a result of all of this, we have not been idle and we are seeing some interesting valuations for stocks we own
or have been following. With our cash weighting at just over 7%, we are likely to use this opportunity to buy
new stocks for the portfolio or to top up existing holdings.
During the quarter itself we have not sold any Chinese names but had taken the opportunity in the rally in April
to trim China Everbright, the waste to energy operator, and as it fell back in June we bought back the stock we
had previously sold higher up. The company has continued to announce new project wins in 2015, which are
currently running ahead of market forecasts and we are consequently seeing analysts taking their forecast
numbers up for 2016 and 2017 as these new project wins move into the construction phase. We have also

trimmed our holding in Jumei, the internet cosmetics retailer, as the valuation approached 40x 2016 earnings,
which we thought was a bit rich and bought the shares back as the valuation fell closer to 30x earnings which
we believe is fairer.
For instance, stocks of interest are Pax Global, which last week came out with a positive profit alert as its
earnings in the first half of 2015 will be at least 40% higher than a year earlier. The company makes the payment
terminals that you and I use when we shop in retailers and restaurants using our debit and credit cards. They
are the no. 1 player in China and are now rolling these out across Asia as well as other emerging markets. Given
their low cost base in China they are extremely competitive against the two major global players, Verifone and
Ingenico, and have started to sell their products in Europe and the US. They are growing at over twice the pace
of their peers and trade on a similar valuation. Their competitive advantage, a lower cost base and ability to
provide a good after sales service for their customers in the emerging markets, is not going to disappear anytime
soon and the willingness for the buyers of their terminals to see a third player in the market means they are not
having to compete on price to take market share. We already have a holding of just over 2% but will certainly
add to it if the shares come off further.
Another one we watch with interest is Noah Holdings, which we have added to in June but may well add further
if the sell-off continues. This is a company that is looking to become the UBS and Hargreaves Lansdown of
China, if that is not an oxymoron! This is a play on the rising number of millionaires in China which they cater
to through services to the UHNW’s and HNW’s of China. Providing their private client fund managers who offer
a family office, wealth management services and advice on investing in third party Hedge Funds, Private Equity,
Wealth Management Products (principally property finance), Equity funds as well as established an offshore
presence in Hong Kong to invest in products globally for their Chinese investors. They have also establish their
own fund management business and have recently started operating an on-line investment platform for white
collar workers, which provides products to buy in small ticket sizes in very much the same was Hargreaves
Lansdown does here. Its main competitors are the state owned banks in China, and Noah’s ability to offer a
wider product range and better client service should see it continue to take share. Revenues are growing at
40% pa but given the investment in the online platform, which is currently loss making (as it is less than a year
old) profits are supressed for 2015, with profit growth likely to be growing in the low 20s. It currently trades
on a 12 month forward PE of 11x. With earnings growth likely to continue in the mid-20s over the medium
term. This looks exceptionally cheap if you compare it to any Western wealth managers who are not growing
revenue and profits at anything like this pace.

Conclusion
As mentioned above, I believe the knock-on wealth effect from a declining stock market to be minimal. In spite
of the recent falls. You have to remember Shanghai is still up 15% for the year to date and more so if you look
at the last 12 months. Consumption and GDP growth in China will largely remain on track and there is unlikely
to be another large scale debt crisis from the falls in the markets in the last month or so. Yes, naturally there
will be some people who have lost a lot in the last month but this will be a very small minority of the population.
We continue to invest in companies with solid fundamental growth drivers and balance sheets, with a view that
over the medium to long term their earnings growth and valuations will deliver strong returns to their
shareholders.

AW-J
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